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Valuable addition to the library of any parent with a recently-diagnosed autistic child This book
does an excellent job in providing a concise summary of Asperger's Syndrome (categorized
separately from autism prior to DSM-V) for parents of school-aged children and educators who
may have a child with AS in their classrooms. I provide it five celebrities because it's the first
book I would suggest to any mother or father whose child has just been diagnosed with high-
functioning autism and questioning "What do I have to know? AS.The authors add a brief
background of the diagnosis, some typically common myths and misconceptions regarding AS,
and an overview of research regarding counseling and therapies found useful in Asperger cases."
There are plenty of other functions referenced in this reserve that the parent will find helpful for
further reading.In every, this book is a very important addition to the library of any parent with
an autistic child. (Based on the book, he might actually fall into a category of NVLD that overlaps
with Asperger's). We've today had a year or two mixed up in IEP procedure at a public school.
This book properly summarizes the laws regarding particular accomodations for college
students, and relevant recent courtroom decisions, to help the parent advocate.As the book is
already dated (and pre-DSM V) it is still very helpful. What do I need to arrange for in about five
years from now? Gleam lack of looking at sensory processing disorders in this book, which is a
location of research that Temple Grandin provides found lacking. This is the biggest "useful"
piece missing in the reserve, but would have needed about twice the space. The authors give a
few examples of best procedures found at (mostly private) schools around the country that have
special applications for Asperger students. While we're content with what our son's caregivers
are providing for him, it helps to believe ahead to a technique for when he'll need to maintain a
locker, deal even more with bullying, etc. While career-readiness is tackled in the book, it really is
done so only briefly. Some colleges have systems create to help autistic students choose
profession paths, make schedules, and acquire life skills. Temple Grandin's publication The
Autistic Mind, which I recommend, gives greater assistance as to career-readiness that I sensed
the reserve was weak on. There's mostly presentation of facts and research with small opinion
from the authors themselves, that i appreciated.The largest weakness is guidance to parents who
would like out public assistance as well as insurance reimbursement for companies, which is
obtainable in many states. There is even some general assistance about the difficulties that
parenting a special-needs child might have on marriages.I'm the mother or father of a 7-12
months old high-functioning autistic kid with characteristics similar to Asperger's. great book.
certainly wonderfully written. I would recommend a hardcopy so that you can highlight and
duplicate for the teachers. That is a must for kids with aspergers. Helpful This was a very useful
boom to possess. Good book plenty of information good to know,interesting book to
read,explains and tells what to search for in a AS. Truly helpful, extremely acccessible book If you
have a kid with Aspergers,or any related learning difficulties, or you certainly are a teacher, or
use kids, definitely read this book. It gives large insights into how exactly to understand and help
children with these troubles...Great guidelines for success and understanding what Aspergers is
focused on. good help great help to implement programs to assist me and the institution. and
sometimes things that are many helpful aren't what I would have expected! What do I do next?
Therefore usefull actually that anotjer mother or father stole it from my bag at a college event.
Children Five Stars Helped me to understand precisely what my son views and feels extremely
helpful! Clear and concise steps to make the schooling of asperger children much smoother.
Want I had the reserve two years ago. Four Stars loveit
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